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As the Journal is the great bond of union among the mem-
bers of the Association, we have always reported Association
Intelligence at a considerable length, and have likewise given
,up a good deal of space to the letters of members; but we
iav {yet to discover that this has been either an unprofit-
able or an unacceptable course of proceeding. We have
rxpressed our own views freely; and therefore, unless we
had also given latitudIe to others to do the same, the
Journal would have been perverted from its legitimate
use, as the organ of the whole of our body. Regard-
ing gratuitous advice, comnpulsory vaccination, Sabbath ob-
servance, chloroform in midlwifery, etc., etc., we have, as in
duty bound, stated our own views, as those questions arose
before the medical world; but we have also given fair scope
to those colleagues who differed from us in opinion. It ought
to be obvious to those who grumble at the amount of space
which is occasionally occupied by letters, that the Journal
is equally the property of all the iuenmbers of the Associa-
tion, aindl that we are bound, as far as possible, to en-
able those who have something to communicate to their
colleagues, to communicate it through the medium of their
own Journal.
The daily correspondence which we have with our fellow

associates in all parts of the kingdom convinces us that the
plan which we published in our first number, under the
sanction of the Journal Committee, has given general
satisfaction both in its promise and in its performance.
We therefore feel no inclinationi to alter the character of
our programme, thoughl we shall steadily strive for ampler
resources wherewith to enhance the efficiency of the per-
formance. We regard the introduction of Medical Meteor-
ology into our weekly table of contents as a great step in
this direction. This important addition to our original
programme has anxiously engaged our attention for
many months Iast, and it has also involved the writing
and the reading of some hundreds of letters during that
period. We felt that, until the details of our plan were
fully matured, we ought not to broach our project, as we
knew that the public discussion of the difficulties which
we had to encounter ivas more likely to impede than to
facilitate the progress of our arrangements.
An honourable and a lasting renown will belong to the

Provincial Medical and Surgical Association, if it be able
to maintain the lead which it is about to take in collecting
and arranging the facts of a departmenit of science which,
though yet in its infancy, has commenced to shed the
rays of morning upon fields of pathology which have
hitherto been wrapped in clouds of impenetrable darkness.
Let the Association be ever animated in this and all its
enterprizes by the conviction that, if it make a right use of
its great resources, it can do more than any College or Cor-
poration has yet done or can do to give to the medical pro-
fession its legitimate and salutary influence in the economics
of the state. The Association cannot but bc ennobled in
the eyes of the world by maintaining a healthful purity of
ethics within its pale, and by applying its organization to
the elucidation of grand problems in hygienics and pathology
which do not admit of being tarnished with even the
suspicion of selfishness.

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

ON THE TOPICAL TREATMENT OF
HOOPING-COUGH.

By EBEN WATSON, A.M., M.D., Professor of the Institutes of
Medicine in the Audersonian University, Glasgow.

IT is now nearly six years since I began to use topical applica-
tions to the pharyngo-laryngeal membrane, in cases of
hooping-cough, in the hope of mitigating the paroxysmal
spasms of thc glottis which form so important a feature of
that disease; and, being well satisfied with the results of
the treatment, I published an account of it in the Edin-
burgh _Vontlily Journal of Medical Science for 1849, p. 1287.
Seeing, moreover, that no therapeutic measure can be suC-
cessful, or ought to be adopted, unless it is founded upon a
true pathology of the disease for which it is proposed as a
remedy, I endeavoured to point out, in the paper referred
to, the theory of hooping-cough which commended itself
to my mind, and which seemed to me at once to establish
the reasonableness of the topical plan of treatment, and to
explain the want of success which had attended the employ-
ment of general means in cases of that disease.

All experience bears me out in stating that the first and
second stages of hooping-cough are marked by catarrhal
inflammation of the larynx, trachea, and bronchi. In se-
vere cases, this inflammation involves the whole thickness
of the mucous membrane, and may even spread to the
minute air-tubes, or to the pulmonary cells, before the
spasmodic stage has well commenced. More or less speedily,
however, the pharyngeal and bronchial branches of the
vagi nerves become involved in the morbid action. It is a
common opinion, that this nerve becomes inflamed; but we
are not warranted by the results ofpost mortem inspections,
nor by any data of "living pathology", in assuming that
opinion as proved. At all events, a small amount of in-
flammatory action, such as may be called irritation, is
sufficient to account for the symptoms of the second stage,
in which the hoops occur. This feature in the pathology
of hooping cough is interestingly proved by Romberg
(Diseases of the iVervous System, Sydenham Society's edition,
vol. i, p. 349), by experiments on the lower animals, per-
formed by himself and others. But probably the cases
which happened to Sir Astley Cooper and to M. Gendrin,
both shortly stated by Romberg in the passage referred to,
may be still more convincing to most minds. They were
cases of inflammation, the one of the parotid gland, and
the other of an aneurismal sac, in the vicinity of the pneu-
mogastric trunk, and occasioning paroxysms of cough and
dyspnaca. To these we might add the cases of small bodies,
such as fish boines, etc., sticking about the pharynx, and
causing similar symptoms; many of which are now on
record.

It would seem, then, to be satisfactorily proved that the
morbific agent in cases of hooping-cough commences its
operation by producing inflammation of the pharyngeal
and bronchial mucous membrane; and secondarily, irrita-
tion of the pneumogastric nerves. Now, it is obvious that
such cases only differ from ordinary bronchitis, so far as
their mechanism is concerned, in the amount of irritation
produced in the pneumogastric nerves. In ordinary bron-
chiti3, this is nothing more than what will suffice to pro-
duce those expulsory efforts in which coughing consists;
while in hooping-cough it is so great as to excite again and
again a spasmodic closure of the glottis, which at once pre-
vents the expulsion of the offending mucus, and so impedes
inspiration as to occasion the well known crowing sound
that accompanies the act. In this stage, the stomach like-
wise becomes affected, and vomiting is a common terminaF
tion of a fit of coughing; but this is easily explicable on the
acknowledged truths of physioloyv-the irritation of any
one set of branches, or of the trunk of a nerve, being capa
ble of producing action in orgam supplied by other nerves
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18Sa. ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 751

lating a common centre, and, afoCiori, by other branches
of the same nerve-trunk.
Two questions are yet necessary to be considered, in order

to complete a theory of hooping-cough. These are: first,
In what relation does it stand to its so called complica-
tions ? and second, What is the nature of the agency which
starts the train of morbid effects of which we have been
treating ?

There would be little need of remark on the first of these
points, were it not that almost all its attendant symptoms
have been considered as part of the disease, and not as com-
plications at all. It is indeed difficult to draw the line of
demarcation between the bronchial inflammation which is
essential, and that which is accidental to the hooping-
cough; but, as we have certain well marked cases of the
latter, in which the former state is either absent, or confined
to the pharyngo-laryngeal membrane, I think it fair to
consider all inflammatory action beyond that as compli-
cating the primary disease. The same, in my opinion, is
true of inflammation of the air-cells, and still more so of
those complications which cannot be considered as exten-
sions of the primary effect of the morbific agent. I refer
to cerebral and abdominal complications, to dilated bronchi
or ruptured vessels, all which may be traced, more or less
directly, to the violence of the paroxysms of dyspnoea.
On the second point, I have only to remark, that the

almost invariable occurrence of hooping cough, once in the
life of every person exposed to its influence, its exhausting
his susceptibility to suffer from it in the first attack, and
its undoubted communicability from one patient to another,
in the same manner as other diseases which are usually
considered infectious or contagious, warrant the common
belief that the disease is due to the operation of a morbid
poison in the blood, the effects of which are manifested in
the manner formerly explained. This poison seems to cir-
culate in the system for a time before producing, decided
symptoms of the disease. About eight days usually elapse,
during which the patient is affected with fever and other
symptoms of common catarrh, before the stage of hooping
commences at all. But as soon as the spasmodic stage is
fairly established, all the symptoms of general disorder in
most cases subside; and, unless some complication occur,
the disease remains, during its future course, a local affec-
tion of the larynx and bronchi, without any evidence of a
morbid condition of the circulating fluid. I think it more
than likely, then, that the poison of hooping-cough is gene-
rally eliminated or rendered innocuous by the time that the
spasmodic stage of the disease has reached its acme.

The objection, then, which I have heard urged against
the topical treatment of hooping-cough, viz., that it does
not aim at neutralising the morbid poison which originated
the disease, but only at removing or mitigating the local
effects thereby produced, must lose its point, if the facts
just alluded to be admitted; and I believe few will doubt
them, who have had much experience of the disease; for
these facts prove that the hooping-cough is, for a long
period of its course, the evidence rather that a peculiar mor-
bid poison has been than that it is theni present in the blood;
and if it be remembered that it is in this very period
that complications are most apt to arise and to endanger
the life of the patient, the importance of checking the pro-
gress and counteracting the results of the morbid poison
will not be denied, even though the measure by which this
is to be accomplished lays no claim to the doubtful title of
a hmematic or blood medicine. For it ought not to be for-
gotten, that we have no very satisfactory proof that aiiy of
the remedies in use for other zymotic diseases act as direct
antidotes to the morbid poisons which originated them.
The action of quinine in cases of intermittent fever is by no
means so uniform or certain as we should expect in an anti.
dote to the paludal poison; while at least one other sub-
stance of a totally different nature, viz. arsenic, has produced
results almost, if not quite as favourable. And besides,
many other therapeutic agents, evidently acting upon the
local and secondary effects of the poison, such as bleeding,
mercury, etc., nearly approach, in their curative influence

upon the diseas, those which are usually considered the
more direct and antidotal remedies. The prevention of
small-pox by vaccination is hardly a case in point; because
it is merely an instance of one morbid poison exhausting from
theblood thesubstanceonwhichtheother poisonacts. Itmust
therefore be confessed that we at present know little either of
the nature or modu, operandi of the morbid poisons, and per-
haps even less of the antidotes that may be capable of
counteracting them in the blood. While, then, we eagerly
seek for the elements of induction regarding zymotic dis-
eases; nay, while we admire the beauty of Liebig's fer-
mentation theory of their origin, so ably supported by Dr.
Carpenter in a recent number of the Nfedico-Chiruyical
leview (No. xxi, p. 159), still it is useless to dream of found-
ing, as yet, any rational system of therapeutics on such im-
perfect though beautiful hypotheses.

If, then, we cannot at present hope to be able to treat
zymotic diseases by remedies aimed at neutralising the
morbid poisons wihich remotely excite them, the only
reasonable plan of dealing with them is to shorten or cure
the secondary effects of these primary agents. To take the.
case of hooping-cough; we do not yet know of any medicinal
substance that deserves to be called an antidote to the poison
which at first excites the disease. We have, however, learned
by observation that it produces two secondary diseases; viz.,
inflammation of the mucous membrane of the air-passages,
and next, irritation of the vagi nerves. While then we have
no means of treating, with any hope of success, the remote
cause of these morbid states, we can, with almost certain
success, treat the latter; and having cured them, it is mat-
ter of experience that the poison becomes speedily elimin-
nted, and does not reproduce itself. I consider this a suf-
ficient defence of the topical treatment against the objections
of those who would have us, in fact, cease to treat zymotic
diseases until we discover antidotes to their remote causes.

Let us now consider shortly in what way the solution of
caustic, applied to the interior of the pharynx and larynx,
acts in curing the local effects of the poison of hooping-
cough. M1. Joubert scems to think that the topical remedy
only affects the inflammatory state of the mucous membrane,
and the excessive secretion of mucus which results there-
from, and to which he attributes the spasmodic element of
the disease. I have not been able to see his memoir, which
is published in the Recueil des Travaux de la Societe Afdi-
cale de l'Indre et Loire, ler et 2de trimestre de 1851: but
the following passage sufficiently indicates his opinion.
"M. Joubert n'a pas, du reste, e6t6 conduit & employer cc
traitement dans la coqueluche par le d6sir de modifier l'616-
ment spasmodique en agissant sur les nerfs qui se distribuent
aux voics respiratoires, mais seulement par l'idec th6orique
de modifier la disposition en vertu de laquelle s'op&re la
s'cretion morbide, A la pr'sence de laquelle il attribue la
toux convulsive." (Bulletini (G6n6rcel (le T/U?rapeutique,
tome xlii, p. 41.) Now, as the only disposition in the
mucous membrane which determines the secretion is its in-
flammatory excitement, so it is upon that alone that M.
Joubert considers the topical remedy to act. Nor do I seek to
dispute the fact that such an action is effected, nay, that it is
frst effected in every case of hooping-cough in which the
topical treatment is employed. But if the case be well
watched, it will be found that, after the inflammation of the
pharyngo-laryngeal mucouis membrane is subdued, and after
the expectoration has diminished in amount and in bulk,
the hoops continue, though, in general, they are less frequent
and less severe. In most cases, the remeedy must yet be
continued for a short time before the cure can be accounted
complete. When, however, the inflammation of the larynx
or trachea happens in any case to be peculiarly severe,
the cure by topical means is always postponed for a longer
time than usual; and this would seem to show that the
nervous or spasmodic element seldom gives way before the
inflammatory.
Not long ago, I treated two children in the same family,

who were attacked at the same time by the hooping-cough.
The one was a baby at the breast, and was very severely
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affected, insomuch that his life was for a time in danger. I
begau the topical treatment about the middle of the spas-
modic stage; and in eight days he had ceased to hoop, and
in a short timneto cough at all. Ilis sister, the other patient,
was al)out two years and a half old, and apparently much
less severely affected with the hooping-cough; but she had
just recovered fromain attaik of croup when she was seized
with that disease, and at first her cough had much of the
croupy sounl. I treated her )pur pol.msIc with her brother;
and yet her disease contitn,wed tw(o weeks longcr than his.
On the other hbnd, I have known of cases irregularly

treated by the tolical method, in which the inflawmatory
eleinent was subdued, arlil in wh'ich the hooping continued,
though in a mild degree, ftr a considerable time longrer.
Btut the imiost conviilneing proof that the solutioin of caustic
has a deci(ld(e and sedative inflltuience on the spasinmodic clc-
iuient of lhoojtitn-eoutlgh, or, in other words, on the excited
state of the extreme 1)ranehes of the vagi nerves in the
throat andl biryrix, is the tct., which my experience demon-
Strates, that thle topical patll is iltost speedily effectual in
the last stage of the dlisease, when all I the previouls symptoms
of ilhlninatiovn have d1isaipearc,1 and the hoop alone
remains. 1 hmve scen a iinuber of'such cases, in whic<h the
chillren seemne wvorii tt by the disease, and in which
general remedies hail b)een long but vainly employed. In
all these ceases, the very fiirst touhllel. has a mnarkedly beneficial
effect; and(1 its repetition It;r a comnparatively few tiinies
suffices to perfect a ciure.
When, however, we re!iieinber hlow much the nierves of

any jart are implicated in its intlfammation, it may be, after
all, thatt the afcetion of tlhe pharyngeal and bronchial
nerves, which occasions the spasmno(lic paroxysms of 10oop)-
ing cough, is of the samue nature; and that we are warranted
in areceing in the n:ain wi-ithi M. Joubert. that the topical
application of solultio.n of Caustic operates solely in subduing
inflammation. Since, then, that morbid state exists in the
bronchial iiucous miembirane as coinstaintly in cases of spas-
modic asthnna*, as in those ofIt oopin- cough, the ratiollell of
the topical reimiedy lecomies rclduced1 to the counter action
of onliy one morlbidl state; and we uinay call it an antiphlo-
gistic se(lative of the dhtaryngo-laryngeal mucous imiem-
brane. Buit this, ill mly olpillioll, c.all ontly be said with truth
of the less sthenie degrees of inflammnation, as I have ex-
plainedl in another )apc)r (dtblin (perterl,y Jo-uril of
Jfe(lcio,', August 1852). The lpractical rule, however, re-
mains imiportantly trite, that the remedy should be con-
tinued so long as the slightest lioop) is heard, although all
the C)rtiittaiy symiptoins of inflaittmatory action, such as
bronchitic ruldes or lbulky expectoration, have beei subdued
for sonei tinte. 1f this iule is niot strictly attended to, a
relapse will crc long ic the concet1iuence; and the treatment
will have to lie conltinued near-ly as long as if it had never
been conllelleCeUd at all. 1l:ut if the dliscase be thus thoroughly
subdued in its fk.4t attack, nm recurrenice of it need he ap-
prehertiled duriutn tite ptient',, life. I miiake this statement
in ftll znowledge1 of tle siceceeding- historv of all the cases
in whichlt have cmplhlyed the topical treatment; anid many
of thbeu ]aVe beetl algain freely exposed to infection.

Regardillng the miiode of proseccuting this topical treat-
ment, I may now be allowed to imiake a few remarks, sug-
gested by tine statemients or objections of other physicians,
which I have CithleCr read or heard expressed in conversation.

1. The inost convenient instrument for applying any
solutioni to the thlroat or larynx, is the sponge and whale-
bone. The forceps suggested by Dr. Cotton, and which
has one litul. covered withl sponge, is needlessly compli-
Cated, antd niuunel morc apt to injire the delicate glottis.
Nor is it fitted to oLviate the supposed danger of the de-
tachlnicut of the spong-e itt thle witndpipe of the patielnt,
Whlielt gave rise to thle idea of Dr. Cotton's instrument at
the first. It is, ilhdeed, t1uitc a miistake to think that there
is any straini upon the sponge, when once it is within the

J liive remenledtilit toleil tr-eatment of the larynx it eases of
spasnntltie tstihhit, ii aimtilex piper. SecGClagoir Medieal Jot.re,l, No. i, p.
37; alid twe 1'eriscoiic lReview of tire ASSOCIATION MEDICAL JCURXAL, No.xxi, l'. 4i2.

larynx. That organ canDot contract so a to detai the
sponge; and it must have bhen very arelely fixed on the
whalebone, if the glottis colmd detach it during its with-
drawal. Indeed, a skilful operator will seldom feel the
contm.ction of the glottis at all; for, as the patient imspire
im-mediately on the introduction of the sponge isto the
larynx, the muscular valve becomes relaxed and permits its
easy withdrawal. The strong contraction which I have
myself often felt, and which r have known many to mistatke
for that of the glottis, is in reality a proof that the sponge
is not in the windpipe at all, but is caught by the pharynx
immiediately behind it. And this gives colour to the amusing
story.of the musician, whose larynx was being touched by
a learned physician, who, on withdrawing the whalebone,
found it destitute of the sponge. The physician was in
great alarm; but the patient neither choked nor died. Ere
iong, however, he vomited the sponge from his stomach. It
hIad been caught by the pharynx, and swallowed.

If the inistrument is at all well mlade, this could never
happen, except from onle circumstance, which ought to be
kinown by every p)ersonI vho attemipts the topical treatmiient
of the larynx, especially aimong chil(dren. It is, that the
cItustic solution in a short time destroys the thread with
wvlihich the sponge is fastenied to the whalebone. The simple
anid certain way, then, of avoiding anly such accident as
tlhat to which I have lbeer referring, is to have the sponge
frequeutly renewed.

2. It would appear, from the following passage, that M.
Joubert supposes me to have recommended the indiscri-

iniate empII)loymeut of a solution of the nitrate of silver
of wwbiforwstrength: "11 ni'y a pas une grande diffcrence
entre le procede' ope6ratoire suivi lar M. Joubert et celui de
W:.5Ltson; seuleinient le premier einploic des solutions

concenitrees a des dcgr6s diflerents, depuis 1 gramme jtusqu'
4 gramimiiies d(c nitrate d'argent pour 30 g-rammes d'eau dis-
tillee, et cji'il (lesiginc lar les nuimi'ros 1, 2, 3, 4." ('Palletin
(le TUelrapeutiyqe, toni. xlii, p. 41.) Now, saving the designa-
tion of the solutions by the numerals 1, 2, 3, anid 4, which is
(loubtless a convenient plan when employing them on a
large scale, there is no novelty in this practice of M. Joubert.
For in my original lpaper on the hooping cough (Edinb6ur?qh
MIonhIthll .ottinal, Dec. 1849), I distinctly state that " the
ordiniary strengith of the solutioil which I have used in the
treatment of hooping- cough, is gr. xv of the nitrate of silver
to the ounce of dlistilled water; but, in some cases, I have
with advantage increased it to -Di of the salt in the ounce
of water." Froml an enlarged experience of the treatment in
4luestion, I cani now be still mnore precise; for I have foundc
that in the early stage of the (liscase,and jiist in proportion to
the initensity of the inflammatory process which may be pre-
senlt, so ought the solutioil employed to be proportionally
weak. Afterwards, when the nervous sym-nptoms predominate,
the solution mnay with advantage be strengthened; but it is
impossible to lay down rules that will universally apply to
differenit cases, or even to the same case on different days.
This muust be left to the judgment of the practitioner; and
hc will finid it qluiite necessary, for the favourable progress
of the case, that he should use his (liscretion in regard to
it, as imiuch as to the adminiistration of emetics or laxatives.

3. Dr. Scott Alison has lately drawn the attenition of the
profession to the application of several other substances to
the larynx; and perhaps some of them, such as solution of
morphia, may be occasionally used with advantage in cases
ol hooping-cough. I imierely nmake this as a suggestion;
hut I have, from some little experience of its effects, a
better fouuded opiniion of another substance, which has not
hitherto, I believe, been used as a topical application to the
larynx. I refer to the hyposulphite of soda and silver, to
which my attention was first directed by a notice in the
iJEedico-(Cirurgical Review (No. XXII, p. 567). This salt
has a very soothing effect on the larynx when its lining
membrane is irritated by a vitiated, and, as is generally
the case, an acid secretion; and I entertain the hope that
its solution will form a useful topical application in the
first stages of hooping-cough. I intend, however, in due
time to lay before the profession a fuller account of a trial,
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wich I am at presnt making, of the value of this mIt in

4. In some cases of hooping-cough, an obstacle is pre-
wited to the topical treatment, bv a state of matters which
.s in other respects, by no means unfavourable to the
patient. I mean the irritability of his stomach, which
makes the slightest touch of the sponge in the throat the
.signal for violent retching and vomiting, if the stomach be
full. I very often, therefore, find it necessary to prescribe
for this symptom frequent small doses of heavy magnesia,
combined sometimes with a few grains of the trisnitrate of
bismuth. Such simple treatment seldom fails to mitigate
the vomiting sufficiently to admit of the continuance of the
topical applications.

5. These applications should be renewed at least every
second day; but, if their commencement has been delayed
till the disease is at its height, or if the hoops are very
'ioleiit from the first, they should be repeated more fre-
quently: and, for the reason stated above, the time of
making them should be selected so as to have the stomach
empty; and the patient should not be allowed to eat for an
hour or two afterwards, else the feeling of rawness in the
throat, which follows each application of the remedv, will
be unnecessarily increased, and occasionally hooping and
Tomiting, will be induced.

41. In muakinlg these applications of solution of caustic to
the throats of children, everything in the shape of a for-
midable spatula should be dispensed with, and either a
common teaspoon, or the index-finger of the left hand,
should be used. In all cases in which it is important to
pass the sponge into the larynx, I consider it quite neces-
sary to introduce the finger into the patient's mouth, and
to touch with it the tip of the epiglottis, along the surface
-of which the instrument may be glided down with cer-
tainty to the rima glottidis. And if this proceeding be
performed at once with firmness, few children either can or
will resist it ly struggling, or by biting the operator's
-finger; but much patience and tact is sometimes necessary
to school them to submission in the beginningr of the treat-
ment. After a few times, no more trouble is experienced.

Pursued in this way. with these precautions, and with a
prudent attention to the diet and regimen of the patients,
the topical treatment of hooping-cough wonderfuilly shortens
the disease, and renders it nearly as mild as ordinary
catarrh. Complications seldom occur, and thus the disease
is stripped of its most formidable characteristic. Hence it
is that I can give the following favourable numerical
account of the results of the treatment in question.

Cured within Cured in llResisted Told.
a fortnighL 3--4 wks. treatiiient.

M-Touberts eases 40 .... 20 .... on.... 0S8
Cases treated through-)

ollth)mSelf ~ 4....I 2*- 0 .... .... tiGotit by myself ..... .

86 40 8 134

In contrast with this table, I subjoin another of the
ordiinary duration of the disease when treated in the usual
mnianner, as stated by a few of our best and most recent
authorities.

Dr. I. Williams* states it at from 2 to 4 montlhs, or more
than a vear.

Dr. Coplandt states it at from :32 days to 5 months, or more.
Dr. C. .1. I. Williams, states it at from 6 to 10 weeks, or more.
J)r. Walshe§ states it at from 8 to 13 weeks, or more.
Dr. West'! states it at from 8 to 14 weeks, or more.
AM. Barthlez et lRilliet¶ state it at from 1 to 3 months,

or more.

Avernige of all the statements from ......Il to 31 months.

* Williams on Morbid Poisons. ol. i. p. 811.
+ D)ictionary of Mledicine, PR% 236, 237.
S ILibrary of Medicinie, vol. di, p. 91.
1 Walshe on piseases of the Chest, pp. 418, 419.
u Lectures on )iseases of Children, p. 279.
IF Traite Pratique et Clinique des Maladies des Enfants, 2me edition,

tom. ii, p. 624.

I think it right to add to the above oom pM,
the ling statement of Dr. Robert Watt, wsetreo e
on the chin-cough, though published in 1813, may till be
consulted with advantage, especially in regard of the his-
tory of the disease. L' Nothing," he writes, " can be moe
uncertain than the course and event of this disease. In
the mildest form in which it appears, it usually continus
for two, three, or four months; in the more severe, it may
last twice, or even thrice as long." (Treatise on the Nature,
Hi-story, and Treatment of Ch¢in-Couy/h. Glasgow, 1813,
page 69.)

I have no ready means of shewing the proportion of deaths
to attacks in this disease; but no one can dispute that it is
a very considerable cause of the enormou-s mortality occur-
ring among young children in this country. According to
the reports of the Registrar-General, the deaths from hoop-
ing-cough in London stand in the proportion of 8 9 per oent.
among females, and (-2 per cent. among males, to the deaths
from all causes under ten years of age. And in Glasgow,
the proportion is nearly the same; the deaths from hooping-
cough being 8-7 per cent. of the deaths from all causes
unider ten years of age.

Surely, then, a treatment which promised to diminish, or,
perhaps, to atunihilate, this very great mortality, ought to
have been received with consideration by the profession.
Such, however, has not been the case in the present instance:
for, though such a promise has not only been given by it,
but rendered almost certaini by the results of an extensive
trial, yet suchl a reception has niot been accorded to the
topical plan of treating the hooping-cough; at least if I
may judge froin the circumstance that few or none of our
recent writers oni children's complaints have noticed, far less
recommended, the plan. Thus Dr. West, though he con-
fesses that there is nothing " unreasonable in the expecta-
tion that a remne(ly (for hooping-cough) may some day or
other be discovered wyhich shall cut short its course with as
much certainty as quinine arrests an intermittent fever,
or which shall render the constitution insusceptible of its
poison as infallibly as chicken-pox (cow-pox 3) preserves
from variola;" yet he adds, "at present no such remedy
has been discovered; and though the severity of an attack
of hooping-cough, or its duration, varies greatly in different
individuals, during diflerent epidemics, and at different
seasons of the year, yet we are unable, by any medicinal
agents, to produce effects such as in these cases flow from
causes quiite beyond our control."* But surely the nu-
merical results just given prove in a manner beyond all
cavil, that the simple treatment which I have suggested is
capable of cutting short the hooping-couigh with as much
certainty as quinine arrests an intermittent fever; and
moreover, that it renders the disease, while it lasts, both
milder in type and safer to the patient than the most
favourable circumstances of season or epidemic could possibly
do. For it should be borne in mind, that the results alluded
to have been obtained at different seasons of the year, in
different countries, during different epidemics, and by
different observers. Seldom, indeed, has any new remedy
so well stood the test of such a varied and extensive trial.
At the same time, I hope that the theoretical considerations
which I have stated so fully, and which are the general
expressions of so many individual facts, sifted and weighed
according to the strictest method of induction, remove the
topical treatment of hooping-cough from among the vague
class of specefW8, aild place it among the agents of rational
medicine.

In contrast with the disregard, which is indicated by the
silence of English physicians, as to the topical treatment
of hooping-cough, I could quote the favourable opinions of
many continental writers. For example, not only has M.
Joubert put the treatment to the test of an extensive trial,
but Dr. Debout, in giving an account of it, alludes to his
own experience in the following terms:-" Nous avons au
depuis, nous-meme, l'occasion de v6rifier les effets favorables
de cette pratique dans plusieurs cas de cette maladie."

WWest on J)iseases of Childrei, p. 208. Secon(d edition: 1812.
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(BtZWin de Thierapeutiq2, tome xxlr, p. 41.) And in the
recent edition of the elaborate treatise of MM. Barthez et
Rilliet, the topical treatment of hooping-cough obtains a
place amongst the available remedies for the disease. I
shall be excused for quoting their brief but sufficient
description of the method:-" Le Docteur Watson a con-
seill6 l'emploi de la caut&risation pharyngo-laryngye avec
une solution de nitrate d'argent de 75 centigrammes B
2 grammes 40 centigrammes pour 30 gr. d'eau distillee.
M. Watson se sert d'une eponge solidement fix6e h une
baleine accourbNe; la tete du malade 6tant fix6e par une
aide, et la langue prcalablement abaiss6e, il porte 1'6ponge
jusqu'is l'ouverture de la glotte; il resulte de cette petite
operation une sensation de suffocation tr&s l6gere et tempo-
raire que l'enfant a bientot oublic." (TraitN Clinique et
Pratique des Afasudies (les .Efants, 2me edition, tom. II, p.
0357, pumblished in 1$53.)

I hope, then, that it may not be utopian to expect that
the day is not distant when the treatment, so well described
by these excellent writers, and the usefulness of which I
have now been enabled to establish, very mainly, through
the generous zeal and(I untiring perseverance of another
French physician, will be more favourably received in this
country, and more gencrally adopted by British practitioners
of medicine. Were such to be the case, I do not doubt that
the result would be displayed in a marked (liminution of
mortality among children, and in the removal of a long-
standing opprobrium to the healing art.

Glasgow, August 1853.

ON ChIOLERA, AND ITS TREATMENT BY
COLD WATER AFFUSION OR DOUCHE.

ByE. M. MTACPIE1RSON, sq., late Surgeon in the Army.
HAVING had various opportunities of treating choler, during
a service of nine years in India, and of testing the efficacy
of cold water affusion in many cases of the worst description,
since June 1845i, I believe that a report upon this mode of
treatment, which has been found so immediate in its effects,
and beneficial in its results, will merit attention. And, if
conclusions may be drawn from the ostensible principle of
its action, the real nature of cholera cannot fail to be more
distinctly recognised than has yet been acknowledged.

Before entering upon this report, it may be advisable, for
the elucidation of the subject, to glance at the diffecrence
supposed to exist between cholera in Europe and cholera in
Asia; and, for the better appreciation of the treatment
proposed, to determine, from the copious and accuirate data
recorded of cholera, what is the leading characteristic of the
disease, and what ought to be the object of our treatment
in regard to it.

That the difference supposed to exist between the Asiatic
and European forms of cholera is one of degree only, not of
Biind, will be evident on a cursory inquiiry. Ilence it will
also be evident that the treatment applicable in the one
form, is equally so in the other. In Asia, where the disease
may be said to be indigenous, cholera, true to its history,
bursts forth in all its vigour, and from the first appears in
its advanced stage, or stagc of collanse-in this country
denominated its second stage. But when, after its onset in
this advanced stage, it subsides in the virulence of its
attacks, and the cases become milder, more amenable to
trcatment, and less rapidly fatal, it will be found to assume
that form of the disease in which vomitingr, purging, and
cramps, prevail, and to he in every respect identical with
the so-called European cholera.

In Europe, on the other hand, where the disease is almost
invariably ushered in by vomiting, purging, and cramps,
these symptoms constitute its first stage; but when these
symptoms have ceased, and when, as dissolution approaches,
the first has passed into the second stage, or stage of col-
lapse, cholera in Europe will be found identical with cholera
in Asia, where so many are struck down almost lifeless from
the first.

How far thes smptoms, viz. the vomiting, purging, ani
cramps (upon which so much stress has been laid in the
pathology and treatment of the disese), ought to be taken
mto account, the known history of cholem in all places,
and under all circumstances in which it has shown itself,
will satisfactorily decide.

If the value of a symptom, with a view to treatment, is
to be regarded in proportion to its influence on the fatality
of a disease, then neither the vomiting, nor purging, nor-
cramps, will be found worthy of any consideration whatever
in the treatment of cholera.

In the words of Dr. Copland, in his treatise on cholera:
"The vomiting and purging, which are far from being the
most dancerous symptoms, and are often the most remark-
able in the least urgent cases, are generally slight, or at
least not profuse, in those attacks where the sinking of the
vital energies is the most rapid and greatest, and are readily
allayed by medicines. The spasms are often slight, or nearly
absent, in some of the most rapidly fatal cases."

That these remarks are fully borne out by the history of
the disease, all who enter into the subject, and extend their
observations beyond their own doors, may satisfy themselves.
They may also infer, what must be obvious to most who
have had experience of cholera in India, that the symptoms
in qucstion,-the vomiting, purging, and cramps,-if at all
constant in their relation to the disease, seem to be so in an
inverse ratio, as in compression of the brain, to the depres-
sion of vital energy. In other words, the collapse or asphyxia,
which, with its sequelva, oppressed respiration, impeded cir-
culation, coldness, blueness, etc., is the only invariable
symptom, and therefore the leading characteristic of cholera,
and ought to be the object of our treatment; not only be-
causC it is the only constant symptom, but also, perhaps
rather, on the proof which experience will give all who have
treated cholera, that reaction is the forerunner of every
amelioration in the symptoms during an attack, and the
only sign to be depended upon in forming a prognosis. It
was in producing this reaction that the cold water effusiorn
on'r douche w founil n beAne al
At Cawnpore, in June 1845, cholera broke out in the

53rd regiment, to which I then belonged, with the same
virulence as attended it in various localities throughout
India during that and the succeeding year. Two men, the
last survivors of several who had been attacked within two
days, were sinking under that fatal collapse which alone,
without any other symptoms, marked all the cases that had
occurred in the regiment.

Every remedy that could be devised to produce reaction
had been tried in vain; they might as well have been put
into the patients' breeches pockets, or applied to the bed-
post. The exhibition of the nitrous oxide gas was not
only fruitless, but far from encouraging. The breathing
under its use became more oppressed and hurried; there
was no pulse, nor was it rendered perceptible by the gas;
and, as its continued exhibition distressed the patient, it
was thrown aside as worse than useless. In despair at the
utter want of the most trivial efect from the remedies em-
ployed, I made trial of the cold water affusion. I desired
the water-carrier to pour water from his leathern bag over
one of the patients; and, as the effect was good, then over
the other patient, placed naked on a bedstead in the veran-
dah. Attendants were at the same time employed in
rubbirng the limbs and trunk with their palms, and after-
wards with dry towels. A refreshing sensation and com-
parative reanimation having followed each repetition of this
operation, it was had recourse to at intervals, though only
with the success of having prolonged life, which was ebbing
fast for some hours.

This success, poor though it was, seemed to warrant the
conclusion that, had the remedy been applied while some-
what more of life remained, recovery might have becn the
result. To test this conclusion by experiment, an opportu-
nity was not long wanting.
On the same evening, as if by some fatal blast sweeping

over the barracks, several men were suddenly struck down
in a state of collapse. Some retained consciousness (cholera
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